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Def Let f yo y be a finite path or an transient path

i.e it visits every vertex finitely many times The loop erasure of J
denoted LEly is defined as follows

holy O and inductively hits moufj Jj jeepts
We define LEG i feig for every i

In other words we erase loops in the chronological order in which they
are created
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Claim Let G be a finite connected graph and let X be a SRW on G

Then V u v c V the unique path r in ABCX joining them satisfies

T LE XT4Y where

XTY is the reversal of the path of the walk X started

from u and run until it hits v

TAE
F

u LE ofreversal

T Iof forward path
Proof Left as an exercise



Lemma LE Mu D LECH T not equal as sets

Proof Combinatorial proof Lawler Inters ofRW's Lemma 2.71 chapter 7LERW
Using RW's Hutchcraft's notes Chapter 4 D

Corollary Let G be a finite connected graph and let T be theunique
path joining u and u in a UST T Then

if I LECXT
Wilson's algorithm Let G CV E be a finite connected graph het r be a

distinguished vertex of G that is going to be the root of the spanning
tace T Give an ordering to Vl r Eva vz Va s We define a growing
sequence of trees as follows Toa fr and inductively if Ti spans the
whole graph then we stop otherwise we pick the first vertex in theordering
that is not in Tl and start a SRW from it run until it hits Ti
for the first time Then loop erase the resulting path and define
Tia to be 7 together with this loop erasure Continue until
all vertices have been used

i.edu6
It is clear that in this way we get a spanning tree T of G
Theorem Wilson T is a UST

Let T be a UST of G Let f e E Conditional on fET what is

thedistribution of T Y
f TI gaveendptsoff x3 Ya

into a single point G f



Call the resulting graph G f

There is an obvious bijection between spanning trees of G containing f
and spanning trees of G f

So L T I f ET f U USTof G f
Proof of Wilson Let T be a VST and let IT be the smallest
subtree containing un Vi Conditional on Ti _t the distribution of T
is that of a VST of Got together with t The path joining Vim to

the glued Ti has the distr of a LERW started from vii i run until
it hits T the vertex corresponding to Ti in the glued graph Corollary
But this has the same law as the LE of a wall starting four
Vit run until it busts Ti in G Proceeding inductivelyshows that
the tree obtained frow Wilson is a UST D

Remark We can get a rooted oriented spanning tree by taking the orientation
that each edge was crossed by the LERW

directed tree towards the root
Uniform spanning forests of co graphs
Recurrent case het G be a recurrent graph We can run Wilson's algorithm

as before and it will produce a spanning tree by recurrence We call 1 a
uniform spanning tree of G
We can also run Aldous Broder for the same reason

Why call it uniform

Ed Coin finite exhaustion If we restrict to BG n n large
and we take the restriction of T to B.com and also sample a

VST of Bcom then their laws will be close



Transient case Aldous Broder not clear how to extend More on thislater

Benjamin Lyons Peres Schramm 2001 CBLPs Wilson's method rooted at

Start with foe 0 and inductively in order to define Fits start a SRW
from a point not in Fi and run it until it hits Fi If it doesn't hit
Fi possible since G is transient then run it indefinitely Then we

loop erase and append the new path to Fi to get fits
Continue in the same way
Proof See Poop 10.1 in LyonsPeres


